Pulp - Story #1315
As a user, I can access time based urls to pull down unit files
10/15/2015 08:17 PM - bkearney@redhat.com
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CLOSED - WONTFIX
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Backwards
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No

Smash Test:
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No
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Tags:

Pulp 2
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No

Description
Similar to https://pulp.plan.io/projects/pulp/repository/revisions/d1a9032d01c8ba259719583e77f6b06725ffd871
I would like to see an enhancement where a trusted web ui can geneerate time based urls to downlaod individual packages, or
perhaps entire repos.
This request is informed by
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1267011
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1258995
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1258031
Related issues:
Duplicated by Pulp - Story #2058: As a user, I can get time-bombed URLs to ac...

CLOSED - DUPLICATE

Duplicated by Pulp - Story #1595: Pulp item download functionality / link

CLOSED - DUPLICATE

Blocked by Pulp - Story #2057: As a user, I can download unit files through t...

CLOSED - WONTFIX

History
#1 - 10/15/2015 08:26 PM - bmbouter
- Subject changed from [RFE] Implement a time based url to allow web uis to pull down pacakges to Implement a time based url to allow web uis to
pull down pacakges

#2 - 06/01/2016 05:08 PM - kfiresmith
+1
I accidentally created a duplicate RFE a few months ago as I had not seen this one.
This functionality would be very nice to have as it would allow users to pull down SRPMs and ISOs w/o having to drop out of the shell and go navigate
through the Pulp web server to dig for a package they need to download.
Please see https://pulp.plan.io/issues/1595 for more thoughts on this issue.

#3 - 07/06/2016 01:15 AM - mhrivnak
- Duplicated by Story #2058: As a user, I can get time-bombed URLs to access unit files added
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#5 - 07/06/2016 01:18 AM - mhrivnak
- Subject changed from Implement a time based url to allow web uis to pull down pacakges to As a user, I can access time based urls to pull down unit
files

#6 - 07/06/2016 01:18 AM - mhrivnak
- Blocked by Story #2057: As a user, I can download unit files through the API added
#7 - 07/06/2016 01:20 AM - mhrivnak
- Duplicated by Story #1595: Pulp item download functionality / link added
#9 - 04/15/2019 10:42 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
#10 - 06/27/2019 02:41 PM - dkliban@redhat.com
- Status changed from NEW to CLOSED - WONTFIX

This is not going to be addressed in Pulp 2. Please open a new story for a feature in Pulp 3.
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